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Recognizing Eileen Dannemann, director of the National Coalition of Organized
Women (NCOW) as a “strategic intuitive”, herein we offer a plausible explanation that
may reconcile the disparity between Dr. Ford’s and Judge Kavanaugh’s stories.
We believe that Ford did have an experience exactly as she recounted - but not so fast!
Dr. Ford never shared the event with anyone for over 30 years. This placed her in a
unique position. As an active Democrat; as a liberal university professor with hoards of
Google students; as a heretofore-undisclosed “Me Too” victim, Professor Ford realized
that she could justifiably alter the protagonists in her story to save the world from what
she believes to be a horrible right-wing SCOTUS nomination. After all, she happened to
know of Kavanaugh from her high school days. Dr. Ford had the unique opportunity to
effortlessly “ transpose and substitute” the two victimizers in her adolescent real-life
event. It would be a lie, an alteration to an adolescent event, that could save the melting
snowflake nation from a Trump appointed, anti-abortion, Christian, Supreme Court
Judge. After all, who would know the difference, but her! How was she so compelling?
It is simply because Dr. Ford genuinely had had an authentic and personal
experience. This enabled her to give details of such an event so convincingly. That is
how the disparity can be resolved!
Ford's testimony was rife with many unanswered questions such as who drove her home
from the party - a distance of 8 miles, deftly pointed out by Attorney Rachel Mitchell.
However, this interrogatory has generally gone unacknowledged as to its importance. Ms.
Mitchell should be applauded for her kid glove treatment of Dr. Ford, which forever will

obviate the Republicans from being recorded in American history as orchestrating an
abusive assault on a Me Too victim. Attorney Mitchell is also the one who brought to
light the fact that all Dr. Ford’s high priced Democratic operative attorneys are pro bono
and more so, that through strategies such as funding sites Dr. Ford has raised for herself
over ¾ million dollars as of this writing.
If it were, in fact, her best friend Leland Keyser that drove her to and fro how did Dr.
Ford, in her frazzled state, frantically running down the stairs from her hiding place in the
bathroom, succor Ms.Keyser’s help into suddenly leaving the party? Did she just drag her
out the door? If Ms. Keyser’s did give her a ride 8 miles to home would she not have
noticed the awful, disheveled fearful state that Ford was in? You would think whoever
drove her home would have that memory forever indelibly embedded in their mind.
Since Ford, a known country club party girl was not raped but solely had a frightful
experience at the hands of what actually amounts to two drunken, laughing, immature,
high school party frat boys you would think that in the long ride home, she would tell her
BF about the traumatic encounter.
If that event was all there is to it- an understandably very stupid and regrettable antics by
the two seventeen-year-old country club yuppies jumping upon an equally stupid 15year-old well endowed and known party girl, then folks, we have much better stories to
tell you than that! We have so many better stories that we wonder how Dr. Ford is so
traumatized after 3 decades so as to be compelled to have two doors to her home. Now
as she says“…her Google students” have a private entrance. (Perhaps that is the real
reason she has two entrances to her house...one for her office.)
We also wonder how the Me Too movement cries foul, aided and abetted by their
intimidated, sad and sexually deprived male champions. They so easily exonerate, from
sexual complicity, the young 14-15 year old girls who, demonstrably at their first peak of
hot maturity, like grapes ready to be harvested, strut down the public streets in denim
shorts exposing the cheeks of their butts. Was the young Ms. Ford wearing a one-piece or
a two-piece bikini bathing suit in 1982 under her summer shorts? We point out that 1982

is well past the conservative 1940s and the liberating loving 60s in case you are picturing
grandma’s one-piece bathing suit.
Today’s feminists, like Senator Hirono are offensive. Attaché in hand, they are truly
holding the bag while their children live lonely in day school orphanages eating
cellophane-wrapped sandwiches and chocolate milk, common core sheeple educated,
disabled from birth by a host of government mandated vaccinations resulting in an epoch
of depression, panic attacks, apparent mental illness, and numbing prescription psyche
drugs. They wonder why they are working so hard and resenting men so much. They
wonder why they are not loved like the woman whose full-time job, in days gone by, was
to love their man, feed them and make them sexually happy supporting them as they
joyfully plow the economic fields. Sure we had to balance the days of wartime when
men thought it was okay to slap a gal on her ass or slide his hand up the front of her
blouse. At least then we knew who was gay or not! Due to this extreme gender shift,
hormonal disrupting food, and psycho-social liberalism, we have a lot of frightened men
and awfully dominant woman who fail to realize they are enraged because they have
become imbalanced and therefore unworthy of reception.
Fearing the “Me Too” rage, the hearing lacked any scintilla of an investigation into Ford's
background, family and associations.
There are many rumors within the National Coalition of Organized Women’s orbit that
may or may not be fake news. In the absence of the “Me Too” intimidations and feminist
hysteria, it is within the FBI's purview, to unleash a vigorous investigation of Dr. Ford.
Here are a few “rumors” in NCOW’s orbit that the FBI rank and file can investigate as
long as they are not being influenced by a corrupt top-down anti-Trump cadre -the likes
of Brennan, Clapper, Comey, Stryok, Page, McCabe, and Rosenstein.
Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford has been paid to write articles for a
pharmaceutical company abortion pill maker… an effort to derail Kavanaugh
to protect abortion industry profits:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-09-23-kavanaugh-accuser-christine-blaseyford-was-a-big-pharma-shill.html
Scrubbed yearbook: https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-09-20-kavanaugh-accuserblasey-fords-high-school-yearbooks-scrubbed.html
Kavanaugh’s mother ruled against accuser’s parents in property foreclosure
case: https://www. naturalnews.com/2018-09-18-revenge-judge- Kavanaugh'smother-ruled-against-accusers-parents.html
Ford’s father and brother have connections to CIA.
Christine’s father, Ralph G Blasely Jr. had worked for the CIA and was a vice
president, at one time, for the National Savings and Trust “black budget bank”
allegedly known for funding CIA deep state operations.
Dr. Blasely currently oversees the CIA Undergraduate Internship Program
StanfordUniversity developed by the notorious CIA-connected Stanford University
Psychiatric Professor Dr. Frederick T. Melges
The Safeway supermarket: Ford allegedly said had two doors of which her mother went
through one and she through the other door to encounter Mark Judge. We have heard,
perhaps a rumor, that Safeway had only one door in 1982.
Ford’s Letter: https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-09-25-bombshell-christine-blaseyfords-letter-to-sen-dianne-feinstein-revealed-to-be-a-total-fake.html
Visit NCOW on our host website www.VaccineLiberationArmy.com

